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UNIMEC AGRICULTURAL
FLATBED 600KG 

        

   

Product price:  

960,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

UNIMEC AGRICULTURAL FLATBED 600KG 

Unimec is an Italian company specialized in the production of mechanical components and
systems for a wide range of industrial applications. Among the solutions offered by Unimec, the
agricultural flatbed Kg 600 is an ideal choice for those looking for a high-quality and resistant
product, capable of supporting heavy loads in the agricultural field.

The agricultural flatbed Kg 600 by Unimec is made of high-quality materials, including high-
strength steel, which guarantees maximum robustness and durability. Thanks to its load capacity
of 600 kg, the flatbed can be used to transport a wide range of materials, such as crops, tools,
fertilizers, and equipment.

Unimec also offers a complete after-sales service to its customers, ensuring maximum
satisfaction. The company provides a wide range of original spare parts and accessories to
ensure the maximum efficiency and reliability of its products.

The agricultural flatbed Kg 600 by Unimec can be mounted on tracked mini-transporters or other
suitable vehicles, offering a wide range of applications in the agricultural field. Thanks to its sturdy
structure and versatility, this agricultural flatbed is an ideal solution for agricultural companies that
need a high-quality product capable of supporting heavy loads.

Unimec is a company that focuses on innovation, quality, and customization of its products to
meet the specific needs of its customers. Thanks to its experience and competence, Unimec is
able to offer reliable and high-quality solutions for agricultural companies.

In conclusion, the agricultural flatbed Kg 600 by Unimec is a reliable, resistant, and customizable
solution for transporting materials in the agricultural field. Thanks to its load capacity of 600 kg, its
sturdy structure, and its versatility, this agricultural flatbed is an ideal option for agricultural
companies that are looking for a high-quality product capable of supporting heavy loads. With
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Unimec, furthermore, it is possible to count on a complete after-sales service and on the
customization of the product according to the specific needs of the customer.

Looking for a crawler cart? Here you can find the full range of crawler trucks UNIMEC or other
specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.
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